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Fall Term Update
Granite State College campuses
continue to be closed this term
OLLI will offer 50+ courses
All courses on Zoom
Check the OLLI website for course
descriptions
Registration begins August 3 at 9:00
a.m.
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Summer School – OLLI Style
Submitted by Laurie Galletta, Program Manager

Do you love art? Does American history fascinate you?
OLLI and the Smithsonian American Art Museum are
teaming up again for a wonderful combination of those
two interests! Whether you attended last year’s
excellent program or this is entirely new to you, you’ll be
glad summer school is back in session. Note that this
program is not the same as last year’s.

Artists give us a diverse window on American life,
reflecting the cultural, social, and political climate of the
time in which they work. Explore the question, “What
does art reveal about America?” as you examine betterand lesser-known aspects of American history to
reframe your perspective. Join study group leaders as
they facilitate an examination of America through the
eyes of diverse artists in four discussion-based
sessions, each focused on a separate era. This
program will be offered via Zoom.
Each session is 9:30-11:00 AM.
Register Here

Learning for the Fun of It

• Seeing is Thinking - Tuesday, July 14: Learn the
languages of art and consider the many choices artists
make when creating their works. This session will focus on
the analysis, interpretation, and critique of artworks,
providing a foundation and common vocabulary for
subsequent sessions.
• Early America - Wednesday July 15: As a diverse group
of people living in New England and New Spain became a
new nation, they created early American art that tells the
story of national ambitions, territorial expansion and
displacement, and the beginnings of industry. Participants
will explore the historical context of the creation of our
nation, as well as the resulting political infrastructure and
economic development through artworks from colonial to
Jacksonian America.
• Wars at Home and Abroad - Tuesday, July
21: Beginning with the Civil War and stretching through
WWII, artists’ depictions of America during troubled times
reflect a changing national identity. Themes may include the
effect of the Civil War on soldiers, families, and African
Americans; the ideals and debates related to
Reconstruction plans; life during the Great Depression and
subsequent New Deal programs, and the World War II
home front experience.
• Contemporary Life - Wednesday, July 22: Americans
entering the post-war era experienced a boom time clouded
by global uncertainty. Artists grappled with how to reflect
America’s changing social and political landscape; some
raised questions about the value of art and history while
others confronted issues of race and gender inequality.
Themes may include works made in response to various
movements (Civil Rights, social justice movements like the
Farm Workers’ boycotts, the feminist movement), the role of
technology in modern life, and works that ask us, “What
does it mean to be an American today?”

THE LATEST NEWS
FROM THE OLLI OFFICE, 25 HALL STREET, CONCORD
Submitted by Jane Fletcher, Interim Program Director

These are a few of my favorite things . . .
OLLI Gave to NH GIVES!
Thanks to generous OLLI supporters we realized $10,505.79
through NH Gives which will go right to work to maintain
affordable membership and class fees, supplement
scholarships, support volunteer initiatives, build program
capacity and add to the rainy-day fund.
You are valued members of the OLLI community and we
sincerely hope that OLLI programing has made a positive
impact on your life in return.
Special thanks to Pam Saulten, Development Team Chair,
Margaret Adams, Cindy Graham, Phyllis Benoit, Bob Jones,
Mike Baker, Lise Juliani (and her Facebook team), Sharon
Kace and Jacki Fogarty for the creativity they put into
making the 2020 NH Gives campaign a success!
Pam is stepping down from her position as Chair as well as
from her other volunteer roles. She has represented the
Manchester site on Steering for four years, renowned for
her 10,000 foot views on every agenda item. Needless to
say that strategy has helped many a discussion rise above
“the weeds.”
Thank you again for your generosity and for supporting
OLLI at Granite State College. An investment in OLLI is an
investment in YOU!!
Volunteers Give and Give Some More
Who wants to be a leader? Sometimes people step up to
lead, other times they need to be asked, and still other
times they need a little “encouragement.” Your OLLI
Steering Committee is a team of dedicated members who
represent our four OLLI learning sites (Concord, Conway,
Manchester and Seacoast) to lead the strategic direction,
in partnership with staff, that promotes the program’s
vision, mission and values and assures longevity.
It takes a little bit of courage to commit to volunteer at that
level especially knowing that you are agreeing to a
predetermined term of service. But if you are invested in
and believe in the values of a program it is not a far stretch
to understand why some OLLI members are happy to be
volunteer leaders. Sharon Kace, Bill Faulkner and Sandy
O’Neill are among those who are highly invested in OLLI
and have served OLLI as leaders for years, in multiple
capacities, not the least of which has been as leaders.
Recently their individual commitments on the OLLI Steering
Committee have ended and they deserve recognition and
gratitude.

SHARON has been a leader of leaders! She has gone over
and above as the Chair of the Steering Committee to keep
volunteer governance on track, members informed and act
as an advisor to the Program Director (me). We all owe
Sharon a big thank you for the innumerable hours,
thoughtful consideration and hands-on support she has
contributed to OLLI.
BILL, Sharon’s Vice-Chair, is also ending his tenure in that
job on Steering Committee. Bill has been especially adept at
digging deep into matters, questioning direction and
contributing fiscal analysis. He and Sharon have been a
strong source of support to each other making them a
dynamic duo.
SANDY, Steering Committee Secretary, is the third officer to
have completed multiple terms on the Steering Committee.
Sandy can be counted on to offer compelling perspectives
that sometimes go against the grain and encourage
volunteers to give more thought and engage more fully in
agenda items. Sandy’s time and effort have been crucial
not only in moving Steering forward but also in building the
strength of the OLLI Seacoast site. It goes without saying
that her meeting notes are impeccable.
THANK YOU Sharon, Bill and Sandy. On behalf of OLLI
staff, please accept our sincere appreciation! Finally, as the
year has come to an end, Steering will also be saying goodbye to valued members Peg Fargo, Dee Angwin, Andy
Normand, Patti Rau, and Laura Jawitz all whom have helped
to continuously improve our program. The full slate of
Steering Committee representatives for Fiscal Year 2021 is
in the process of being developed.
Volunteers are crucial to OLLI operations. Many thanks to
all of our volunteers: Central Committee members,
Curriculum Committee members, Communications
Committee members, Membership Committee members,
Presenters, Zoom Moderators and, of course, Jacki Fogarty,
our Outlook newsletter editor.
Together OLLI members, volunteers and staff are strong and
steady. Our community is up for the challenge. You can bet
that OLLI will beat COVID-19 and be better than ever!
Zoom you soon!!

Before registration on August 3:
 If your membership expires July 31, don’t forget to renew.
 Check to be sure you know your username and password.

Zooming with George and What I Learned About Immigration During a Pandemic
Submitted by Iris Altilio, class of 2015

I’ve been an OLLI member since
2015, and I’d never attended a
class given by George Bruno, until
this month’s Lunch & Learn. I had
the opportunity to be the Zoom
moderator for George’s
presentation of Immigration
during Pandemic: Viruses Don’t
Need Visas and I now know what
I’ve missed, and why George has
groupies!
First let me tell you about Zoom moderating and presenting.
When you sign up to attend a Zoom class, presentation or
event, you receive and click on a link, cross your fingers and
hope you connect smoothly. But a lot happens before you
make your connection. The presenter offers to present and
then has to prepare the presentation – research, drafting
the lesson plan, creating handouts and/or slideshow,
perhaps incorporate videos. And practice, practice, practice.
Now add Zoom to the equation. “How do I connect?” “How
do I run a slideshow?” “How can I get and respond to
questions?” “Where do I need to sit or stand?” “Is my
lighting OK?” “I hope my internet works.” “My camera is
below my face and makes all my neck wrinkles show.”
Why would George, why would any presenter subject
himself or herself to this? Because they love to present, to
share their knowledge, they love OLLI and they love OLLI
members.
I emailed George to get together virtually to talk about the
details of his presenting, to work through the Zoom
questions and concerns. And I learned that George had
never presented virtually, but I was not concerned. We
Zoomed together twice, worked out all the details including
where he should sit so we could see him. We worked out
presenting PowerPoint via Zoom and even added a link to a
short video. And on the morning of his presentation, when I
emailed George it took him a while to get back to me; he
was still practicing.
Come 10:15, we were up on Zoom, our 40 or so attendees,
many of them George groupies, successfully connected to

the presentation. After a few Zoom tips we sat back and
listened, watched and learned about the impact of
pandemic on immigrants and immigration. Did you know
that if you are a documented immigrant and you lose your
job – something common right now – you have 60 days to
find another or you must leave the country? Did you know
that COVID-19 will probably delay naturalizations, that
people who were ready to become citizens may not be able
to do so in the near future, won’t be able to vote this year?
Did you know that 8.5 million passengers traveled between
the US and China last year, and that much travel is still
restricted? Is it possible that COVID-19 is being used to
impede immigration? Perhaps. These are just a few of the
things I learned from attending George’s Lunch and Learn.
And I learned, when someone asked a question of “Mr.
Ambassador,” that maybe I’d been a bit too informal, when
speaking with the former ambassador, addressing him as
George. I apologized to George for the informality and he
put me at ease, “It’s fine, just call me George,” which I will
do when I next attend or moderate one of his classes or
presentations.
In closing, Zoom is not a substitute for being in a class with
your OLLI friends, but it’s what we have now, and there are
some advantages to Zoom. You actually see the faces of
most of your fellow attendees, not just the backs of their
heads. You can be visible from the waist up so you don’t
need to put on good pants. You can turn off the video if
you’re having a bad hair day. And you save money not
driving to OLLI, especially if you drive an SUV. (I donated
some of those savings to OLLI!)
Your presenters, the OLLI staff, your OLLI volunteers
statewide are working hard to bring you quality OLLI
programming. Embrace it, take the free Zoom 101 classes
that will be offered if you need to learn about Zoom or need
a refresher, contact us, we may be able to help, and register
for and attend one or more of the Zoom classes and events
that we’ll be offering for Fall 2020. And perhaps share your
talents and volunteer to help us come up with the ideas and
put on these events. If you’re interested in volunteering,
contact the OLLI office at olli.office@granite.edu or call
603-513-1377.

Lunch and Learn
Made in the Shadow of Mount Washington
Did you know that the Pillsbury Baking Company had its origins in Conway or that wooden spools and pegs were big
business there once? Using maps, primary sources, and artifacts, Bob Cottrell shares stories about the local
manufacturing and farming businesses of the late 1800s and 1900s while showcasing some items that were made in
the Valley.
Join us Friday July 17, 2020 from 11 am-12:15 pm. The program is free, but registration is required.
Click here to register. Open to members only.
Bob Cottrell is the Curator of the Henney History Room at the Conway Public Library and the Curator of the Conway Historical Society.

How I Learned to Moderate a Zoom Class and
Learned About How to Improve my Bone Health
Submitted by Sandy O’Neill, class of 2013

One of the exciting and gratifying things about volunteering
for OLLI is that there are always opportunities to learn new
skills and apply them. When Tessa McDonnell offered Zoom
101 and Zoom 201 classes, I decided to check them out.
After all, classes were going to be held using Zoom and I
figured that as a member of the Seacoast Curriculum
Committee and a past presenter I should learn about this
new way to present. I wanted to be able to reassure
presenters that there was a way to effectively give a class
using this platform.
If you haven’t used Zoom for a class or a lunch bunch or
family get together, you must give it a try. No, it doesn’t
take the place of human face-to-face in-person interaction,
but it is a great way to keep up with friends and to make
new ones. Trust me and try Zooming.
So, on with my story . . . I learned how to set up Zoom
meetings and how to work with presenters to prepare their
classes for Zoom and finally, I learned how to troubleshoot
and moderate a class on Zoom all because I took a couple of
free OLLI offerings. I was ready to put my training to use.
I was assigned the Improving Your Bone Health class given
by Dennis Chasteen. I emailed him and we discussed how
the class might run and set up a time to practice. During our
practice time I learned a great deal about his topic because
of the discussion we were having about his PowerPoint
slides. I also got to meet his wife online and talk about
some mutual interests. I definitely felt like I knew Dennis
better than if I had simply been his class assistant. Another
plus for being a Zoom moderator.
On the morning of the class I don’t mind admitting that I
was quite nervous about how the class would go and if there
would be any glitches during the presentation. I had already
been in touch with a few class participants who were a bit
uneasy about logging onto the Zoom platform during the
days preceding the class. I had my fingers crossed that all
would be well for the participants, presenter and me. I know
I can’t say that we all lived happily ever after, but I can say
that the class was well practiced, interesting, informative
and had no glitches!
Why I am bothering to tell this little story in detail? I have
two reasons. The first is that if you missed taking this class in
the spring term, you will be able to take it this fall, and it is
well worth taking! Dennis is a great presenter and is very
knowledgeable about his subject. The second reason is that
in order for OLLI to be able to present classes online for the
fall term and beyond (even when we get back into the space
at GSC), we are going to need moderators. Please consider
taking the training (Zoom 201) to determine if this is a skill
you wish to learn and to use to help bring educational and
social experiences to our members. Try it, you’ll like it!

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Summer Lecture Series 2020
Memorable Lectures
Submitted by Jacki Fogarty, Class of 2012

If you were looking forward to the Summer Lecture
Series streamed to OLLI at Granite State College by
Osher at Dartmouth, you were probably disappointed
to learn that the series was cancelled this year due to
coronavirus restrictions.

However, Osher at Dartmouth and CATV have teamed
up to broadcast six of the most memorable lectures
from Osher at Dartmouth’s past Summer Lecture
Series beginning Thursday, July 9.
Lecture topics include:
• Nuclear Proliferation
• Government Dysfunction and the Future of our
Democracy
• Debate on Voting Rights
• Cyber Warfare
• Affirmative Action
• Brexit
As a bonus, some of the featured speakers will offer
brief “Where are we now?” updates to their sessions.
Both previous attendees and first-time viewers should
come away invigorated and informed.
These sessions will be broadcast to the public
simultaneously on Comcast channel 1075, VTel
channel 1169, and at the “Watch Now” page
at catv8.org. As these are public broadcasts, no
registration is required. You may access them every
Thursday at 9:00 a.m. from July 9 through August 13.

In Memoriam
Vincent Kenny,7-year Seacoast
member, died June 3

Hints for a Good Zoom Experience
Submitted by Jacki Fogarty, Class of 2012

1. If you are using a tablet or smartphone, use a stand or be sure
it is propped up securely so it doesn’t slide or need constant
adjustment.
2. Set your device (laptop, tablet, smartphone or web camera) at
eye level if possible. Place it on a pile of books or a box to
raise it higher than table/desk level. And place it close enough
to you that you can read slides on the screen. (If your face fills
more than half of the screen, you are usually close enough.)
3. Try to avoid having a bright light or sunny window behind
you. That will prevent your face from being in shadow.
4. Be sure the volume on your device is set at a comfortable level
for you. Remember that you can adjust the volume on your end.
5. Know the five key Zoom tools and where to find them. If you
don’t see them, on a computer move your mouse to the top or
bottom of the screen to make them appear; on a tablet, tap the
screen.
a. Mute – keeps any noise on your end from being heard.
Icon looks like an old-fashioned microphone.
i. Computer – bottom left
ii. Tablet – top right
b. Video – turns on or off the live view of you. Icon looks like a
movie camera.
i. Computer – bottom left, next to Mute
ii. Tablet – top right, next to Mute
c. Chat – provides a place for you to type questions or
messages to all class members or individuals. Icon looks
like a cartoon dialog bubble.
i. Computer – bottom center
ii. Tablet – click on three dots at top right and
choose Chat
d. Speaker/Gallery View – adjusts what you see on screen.
Speaker view displays the person talking; Gallery view
displays all the participants on one or more screens.
i. Computer – top right
ii. Tablet – left side
iii. Smartphone – swipe left to move from
Speaker to Gallery and to see more of the gallery.
e. Full Screen – uses the entire screen of your device which
optimizes your view of the presentation
i. Computer – top right
ii. Tablet - automatic
6. If you use hand signals (thumbs up, clapping, raise hand) be
sure your hand can be seen by signaling in front of or right next
to your face.
7. And, to make the Zoom experience better for others, make sure
your Zoom name is your actual name so everyone knows who
you are. You can change the name that can be seen on screen
when you enter a class or meeting by right-clicking (or touching
on a touch screen) on the name at the bottom of your picture or
clicking on the three dots or “other” at the top right corner of
your picture and selecting “rename.”

Concord Chapter Chat
Submitted by Mary Davies, Class of 2007

Meeting by Zoom on the second Monday
of every month at 12:30 p.m. To receive
an invitation with a link, email Mary
Davies at marbob75@yahoo.com by
11:00 a.m. on the Monday of the meeting.
July 13 Just Mercy: A Story of Justice and
Redemption by Bryan Stevenson Discussion leader: TBD
This is a powerful book by a black lawyer who
took on death penalty appeal cases in
Alabama. The book is both heartbreaking and
inspiring. It is a look at all aspects of the legal
system and the inequalities in the justice
system.

August 10 The Lace Reader by Brunonia
Barry
Discussion leader: TBD
This is a murder mystery/drama set in
modern-day Salem MA. It is the story of three
generations of women who have second sight.
Barry combines fact and fiction against the
background of the town of Salem, past and
present.

September 14 The Mountains Sing by Que
Mai Phan Nguyen
Discussion leader: TBD
An epic account of Viet Nam’s 20th century
history, this is a multi-generational tale by a
gifted Vietnamese writer. She writes of the
beauty and cultural richness of her country
while following how the Tran family is trying
to survive famine, violence, war and hardship.

___________________

Seacoast Political Book
Club is on hiatus until
September

You can find the OLLI page at:
https://m.Facebook.com/olligsc/

Concord Mug ‘n’ Muffin - NH Prepares for 2020 Elections
Submitted by Peg Fargo, Class of 2005

The corona virus has created a difficult challenge to the
administration of the 2020 elections. With a NH primary on
September 8 and the general election on November 3, the
state is in the process of providing modifications to our
election procedures that will ensure that every eligible NH
citizen can register and vote safely, securely, with
accessibility and accountability as well as ensuring the
safety of election workers.

Liz Tarantelli (left) and Olivia Zink (right) will guide
attendees through the process of obtaining and returning
an absentee ballot, as well as changing their registration (if
they have moved) or registering to vote during this
uncertain time.

It is estimated that a significant number of voters will
choose to vote using an absentee ballot. The NH Secretary
Liz is familiar to OLLI members as a regular presenter of
of State has issued a directive that due to the current public
civic topics and women’s issues. She is the President of the
health guidance, all voters will be allowed to vote absentee.
League of Women Voters, NH. Olivia is the Executive
Since this is new to most of us, OLLI will present this timely
Director of Open Democracy and has been a community
discussion for Concord members via Zoom on July 9 at 1:00
organizer in New Hampshire since 2000.
p.m.
To allow for questions and answers, the number of registrants is limited. RSVP to Jacki Fogarty at JGerson228@aol.com by
July 5 to reserve your spot.
Not from the Concord site? Look for this program to be offered as a statewide Lunch & Learn!

Chat About the Chair

As we say thank you and farewell to Sharon Kace, Chair

Leadership is
• getting the right people
• to do the right thing
• for the right reason
• in the right way
• at the right time
• with the right use of resources.
Clark Crouch
With those words Sharon Kace opened
her term as Chair of the OLLI Steering
Committee in 2016. And on June 30 the
Steering Committee said thank you.
Literally. The members and former
members of the Steering Committee sent
messages that have been formatted and
compiled (by Peg Fargo, thank you) into
a beautiful leather journal. In these days
of remote meetings, Peg performed a
contactless delivery on Sunday so Sharon
could read the tributes before the Zoom
meeting on Tuesday.

A regular speaker at
Annual Meetings

Steering
Committee
says thanks
to member
contributors

A truly great leader is hard to find,
difficult to part with and impossible
to forget.

And now OLLI says THANK YOU! to
Sharon Kace for a job very well done.

Chair’s Chat
“To everything there is a season, and a
time to every purpose under heaven”
. . . and with that change of season, a
monumental moment in a person’s life,
there comes a mixture of emotions . . .
I am at that point. My term as Chair
of the OLLI Steering Committee was
completed as of midnight, June 30,
2020. I am now on to my next season
with a touch of wistfulness and
anxiety but I bring many, many fond
memories . . . and exciting thoughts
for the future of OLLI.
I am so privileged to enthusiastically
announce the new leaders of your
Steering Committee. Bill Faulkner,
who has been the Vice Chair during
my tenure, has agreed to take on the
reins as Chair.
On many occasions
Bill has been a steady
hand, a calming
influence and always
a dedicated OLLI
volunteer. Many of
you may know him as
the Presenter of several OLLI
mathematics courses that actually
made math understandable and fun.
In my estimation, if he can do that,
Bill can do just about anything he puts
his mind to . . . and does.
Working with him as Vice Chair will
be Lise Juliani, a creative and
dynamic force of nature. Lise was the
originator and has been the coordinator of OLLI’s social media team.

Submitted by Sharon Kace, Class of 2010, Steering Committee Chair

Take a few minutes to check out the
OLLI Facebook page
(https://m.Facebook.com/olligsc/)
where you can view and appreciate
some of her creative efforts, especially
noted in the new videos. It is definitely worth your time.
Lise
Juliani

Margaret
Adams

And joining the team as Secretary is
Margaret Adams, who has served
OLLI in many capacities: Manchester
Communications Committee Chair
and Central Committee member,
member of the relatively new
statewide ABC Committee and, of
course, a Steering Committee
representative.
We owe this team a debt of gratitude
for taking on the responsibility of
leading the OLLI at Granite State
College program during this
tumultuous time. There is no question
that with their dedication and
guidance, OLLI will not only survive
but thrive.
On a very personal note, I have
watched and been proud to have
participated in the prosperity and
growth of OLLI from a fledgling
organization to a force of over 1300
members. Thank you for the
opportunity, your cooperation and
support.

Sharon

July Calendar
All meetings are by Zoom unless otherwise noted.

Concord
Wednesday, July 8
Friday, July 10
Monday, July 13
Monday, July 13
Monday, July 20

Concord Mug ‘n’ Muffin, Elections in NH – 1:00 p.m. (Jacki Fogarty, contact)
Concord Membership Committee – 10:00 a.m. (Jacki Fogarty, contact)
Concord Central Committee – 9:30 a.m. (Iris Altilio, contact)
Concord Book Club – 12:30 p.m. (Mary Davies, contact)
Concord Curriculum Committee – 1:00 p.m. (Donna Frost, contact)

Conway
Manchester
Monday, July 6
Friday, July 10
Friday, July 24
Tuesday, July 28

Organizational Meeting Manchester Summer Reading Group – 10:00 a.m. (Mike Baker, contact)
Visit With Your OLLI Friends in Manchester – 11:00 a.m. (email coming)
Manchester Central Committee – 10:00 a.m. (Su Bennett, contact)
Follow-up With Volunteers – 11:00 a.m. (email coming)

Friday, July 3
Wednesday, July 15
Friday, July 17

Seacoast Lunch Bunch – 12:00 p.m. (Pat Boyle-Steed, contact)
Seacoast Central Committee – 10:00 a.m. (Pat Boyle-Steed, contact)
Seacoast Mug ‘n’ Muffin – 10:00 a.m. (Sandy O’Neill, contact)

Seacoast

Statewide Meetings and Events
July 1 - 31
Thursday, July 16
Wednesday, July 29

Granite State College – all campuses – closed
Zoom 101 – 1:30 p.m. (Register online)
Zoom 101 – 10:30 a.m. (Register online)

Saturday, August 1
Monday, August 3
Friday, August 7
Tuesday, August 11
TBD
Wednesday, September 16
Wednesday, October 14

Is your membership renewal due?
Fall term registration begins at 9:00 a.m.
Zoom 101 – 10:30 a.m. (Register online)
Zoom 101 – 1:30 p.m. (Register online)
OLLI On the Road – Day trip to Salem, MA
Curriculum Council – 10:00 a.m.
OLLI On the Road – Spain & Portugal

Looking Ahead

Contact Email Addresses
Iris Altilio
Mike Baker
Pat Boyle-Steed
Su Bennett
Mary Davies
Donna Frost
Jacki Fogarty
Sandy O’Neill

itandeitnick@gmail.com
mbmikebaker0@gmail.com
pboylesteed@gmail.com
subennett74@gmail.com
marbob75@yahoo.com
dfrost49@hotmail.com
jgerson228@aol.com
sandy_oneill@comcast.net

OLLI at Granite State College
25 Hall Street Concord, NH 03301
(603) 513-1377
olli.office@granite.edu
olli.granite.edu
OLLI National Resource Center
Learning sites at Concord, Conway, Manchester & the Seacoast

The Outlook is published monthly and sent to all
current OLLI members. OLLI members are invited
to submit articles of interest to the general
membership. Articles and comments may be
emailed to OLLIOutlook@aol.com. Thank you.
Jacki G. Fogarty, Editor
Class of 2012

